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"Mrs Rogers tends to look con
siderably older than her age . . . She
presents as being a person of fairly
limited intelligence and of a rather
bovine personality".

**

A RIGHT TO KNOW

LESLIE: "If i
look I could

misconceptions
have about me .

got things on

could have a

clear up the
they mi ght

. maybe they've
my file ...

things that aren't true ...
they thin/- I'm barmier than
I am"

GOV T. WARNING !!!!

PERSONAL INFORMATION COULD DAMAGE

YOUR HEALTH.



this newsheet aims to be a forum
for discussion amongst those of
us who have an interest in montal
health. Every other month most
of* it will be devoted to one theme.

Dorothv Nissen Stblty

Our next feature will be ^ major
tranquilisers. in two months time.

Dorothy Ni»*cn Sibley

EDITORIAL

This issue covers the local and nati
onal position on access to files and
includes personal, stories from people
who actually had the chance to see
what was written about them.

The issue effects us all as we have
no enforceable right to see what as
written about us on.files held by
Doctors, Social Workers,or other
workers in the helping proffessions
who may be making decisions which
effect our lives.

The government is at present bringing
into force the fData Protection Act1
which covers information held on
computers. The Act may give us the
right tosee what is held on computer
files and the government is consider
ing extending this to written files.
The one group that may be excluded
from this are those of us with mental
health problems. Even the National
Consumer Council supports this idea.
We must organise now to prevent this
from happening.

Please send in any views, comments
or information you may have. If
need be we can help in getting it
into written form.

HELEN "We've never
this situation
the chance to know. "

As users we lack any enforceable
right to see what personal informa
tion has been put together by public
bodies, like the N.H.S. or 5.S.D.
The current situation seems simple
but is unsatisfactory. However,
practices vary between organizations
over how much information they record
and collect and what they are willing
to share .with_individual service
users. For instance consultants
in the N.H.S. may be more cautious
about what they conceal or reveal
than G.P.'s. Day centres recording
on personal files is likely to
be kept to a minimum and members
may be free to see this information.

been in

having

CYRIL: " I know what's on
mine/ I'm supposed to be
a schizophrenic
what the doctor
am so I have to abide by what
he says* n -

The onus is now on professionals
to justify openly any restrictions
on a general right to find out about
that version of yourself which has
been built up from "official" files
and records (which becomes all the
more 'objective' and 'authoritative1
for that.)

that 's
reckons I
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In our daily lives we are constantly
making decisions about who to tell
what, when - this lies at the heart

of our career as moral human beings.
We make promises, try to keep confi-
dnces and use discretion, as members
of groups, organizations and society
at large'.

"Confidentiality" is the principle
and guarantee professionals employ
to reassure and 'protect' their
users. Without its promise we would
be more reluctant to share things
with them ••- part of ourselves we
may feel ashamed about and keep
secret from kith and kin. The
principle works both ways and is
also given as a reason for keeping
personal information from peopleT
For instance a social worker may
have collected information from
your doctos, family or neighbours.

This is known as thid party infor
mation and could range from 'facts'
about your personal health to remarks
about you from family and friends.
Without the phance to look over
this information, the user has no
safeguards against its inaccuracies.

LESLIE: "If i
look I could
misconceptions
have about me .

got things on
things that aren't true ...
they think I'm barmier than

am

could have a
clear up the

they might
. maybe they've

my file
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While trying
tt

to become more open

and "give back" the facts will
require care and sensitivity it

must involve a real shift to more

'balanced' control and shared
responsibility. Professionals must
learn to see the value of more open
ness while users must know and demand

their rights. To do this we need
to feel safe - though encouraged.

CLAUDE: "It's a two-fold affair
... for some people it would
be beneficial ...For other
harmful ... you might start
worrying about what's been
written down ... you might
even disagree with it., (then)

you might need to have
a two way conversation with
your doctor with a view to
having it changed."

People who have grown used to having
no say in their lives and being
kept in the dark may feel vulnerable
as they begin to speak and stand
up for themselves. We all need
to have people we can trust at times
we nee them to speak up for us and
on our behalf.

TERRY: "I think it depends
on your circumstances ...
if I had someone I could

confide .. in ... then I'd want
to know"

Greater professional sharing with
users might allow each to learn
more about the other, professionals
might become less handicapped and
even less impaired by the language
they use.



LILLIAN: "It 's u p to you

whether yo U S hou Id know about

yourself o

Mere are some of the points made
aginst greater openness and for
further secrecy :

Greater freedom might "inhibit"
the practice of professionals.
Unable to record 'sensitive'
or 'frank' information, they
might find their 'discretion'
limited.

Users might not grasp or even
understand records. The language

* is too 'technical1 for the lay
person.

Coming to terms with certain
^ 'facts' about yourself might

not be good for you - causing
distress and even "harm".

All social "interventions"

even medicine - are inexact

so professionals are bound to
get things wrong. There is no
need to unwittingly mislead users
or burden them with uncertainty.
After all professional responsi
bility^ is about excercising
discretion on behalf of other
people.

Greater openness might endanger
trust in the professional.

GWEN: "They must have told
her she wasn't fit to go home
. ... but as time went on

must have changed their
I think they (doctors)

a difficult job dealing
human life. don ' t

they
minds,

have

wi th

think I could take the respon
sibility. ..«

These are some of the points
for more openness :.

The right to know and learn
about yourself is a basic mark

j£ of individual respect. Without
it informed and reasonable decis

ions and choices cannot.be made.

Greater openness will improve
the quality of relationship

# between services and their users;
by reducing mutual ignorance,
distrust and fear, it will become
a more even one.

Greater openness is a necessary
j£ safeguard against inaccurcy in

records and files. The quality
of records and the service will

improve.

*

Files tend to lean towards the

negative side of a persons life
greater openness will allow

a better balance.

People must not be denied the
chance of learning to make sense

* about themselves and to take
up more responsibility for their
lives.

Professional, secrecy shields
# poor practise and sustains the

myth of "experts, who know what
is best for you."

COLIN: "If I knew more about
it . . I could handle it better"



ACCESS TO RECORDS

PHIL: "When
atrist and

he writing
medical

you see a psychi-
he ' s writing, is

o** i n1 n

terms !

'Setting limits to greater opennes
is leading to many difficulties.

Double or multiple filing systems
- some for professional use only
and others for show - if and

when a person asks to see.

The problem of whether to tell
a person that information is
being kept from them and giving
reasons for this.

MIKE: "Supposing there's a
law to make them show you
their files .. there's nothing
to stop them making other
files that they don't show
you"

The "doctoring" of files impedes
the passag to true partnership and
leaves users as 'outsiders'.

Historically, people thought to
be suffering from mental illness
and disorders have had less control
over what remains private about
their lives. In practice inform
ation about ther personal lives
is shared between many professionals
and public bodies.

English

The discrimination which the D.H.S.S.
suggests is part of an old tradition
which likens people suffering from
mental disorders to children.
Hugo Grotious "Since infants an
insane persons do not have liberty
of judgement, it is impossible for
wrong to be done them in respect
of such liberty".

By denying people important infor
mation about themselves we deny
them the opportunity to learn and
grow. In a circular '83 about giving
social service information it wa
stated that "requests from children
or young people should be treated
in the same way as requests from
adults".

There is no acceptable reason for
treating differntly requests from
people by virtue of their illness
beino 'mental' .

*

Mental illness being what it is
- this has led to discrimination
in significant areas of peoples
lives -in making friends, in where
to live and in job prospects.

The D.H.S.S. is currently suggesting
that people with 'mental disorders'
be treated as a special case for
particular consideration over the
right to know about their own records

II if. unacceptable to set up a
special class of people for the
purpose of restricting their rights.
In our relationships all of us take
risks in doscovering what other
people think of us.

Thanks to J. Ellen, Helen, Paul,
Gwen, Lillian, Colin, Terry, Phil,
Claude, Hike, Cyril, and Lesley
(who all uant to reserve the right
to see their record) and all the
others at ',-iarpurhey Day Centre
for their help and assistance,

'¥
*

O



TWO PERSONAL EXPERIENCES

The Story Of Mr A

After applying to the Australian
Consulate to emigrate Mr. A. arranged
with his G.P., at the Consulate's
request, to send medical reports
on psychitric illness he had

mentioned at his interview

- episodes which had ended in 1978,
seven years previously.

His application was refused and
through a bureaucratic error, he
recived in the post a large number
of selected photostats of his medical
files going back as far as 1958.
An embassy form given to the G.P.
smply requested information on past
treatments and prognosis. Instead,
the G.P. posted the photostats which
went to Canberra,these were returned
to Mr. A!s home accompanied by
an official form stamped "rejectedn
and "chronic schizophrenia".

After reading his files, and already
under stress because of the 5 months

wait for a decision, Fir. A. suffered
a further breakdown and was in

hospital for two weeks.

He was particularly upset by inaccur
acies and distortions in the file.

For instance, in 1978, he had agreed
to visit the psychiatric unit at
Hope Hospital, salford on the

specific understanding
that he was not to be detained there

overnight. When he arrived the
examining doctor asked him to undress
and go to bed which he refused to
do. The doctor responded that if
this was. his attitude, he would
be forced to undergo . E.C.T.
Distressed and frightened, Mr. A.
retorted in desparation that he
would have E.C.T. only if it was
administered without anaesthetic.

Th idea was dropped and Mr. A allowed
hone thus :

"The patient insisted in ridic
ulous fashion on havino open
E.C.T."

Fir. A. felt that his attempt to
defeat the bullying tactics; of the
doctor had been misrepresented in
the doctor's write-up so as to imply
the "demand"" for E.C.T. was a symptom
of his illness.



Also among the photostats was a
progress report from a previous
G.P. in 'which Mr.' A. was said to
be "doing quite well" as a proof
reader - a print .occupation (less
skilled than Mr.A!s actual profession

The Australian immigration people,
on comparing this wibh Mr A!s _appli
cation form, would deduce that he
had lied about his uninterrupted
career as a journalist.

Another item among the photostats
was a memo from a hypnotherapist
Mr. A. had paid to consult privately
in an attempt to find a substitue
for injected drug treatment. This
note based on a five minute interview

described Mr. A. as "obviously schiz
ophrenic". (Mr. A. later came across
a hospital note pad given away by
the makers of Depixol, the drug
to which he objected. It bore the
slogan "For the long term control
of schizophrenics")

Nowhere else in the photostatted
file was Mr. A. described as having
schizophrenia. The psychiatrist
who treated him in 1985 was aware

of the misdirected files and decided

to give Mr. A. an opinion as to
a diagnosis.

Mr. A. acknowledges that it is normal
for some countries to refuse to

admit people with serious mental
disordrs, but he thinks the decision
taken in his case wats based at. least
party on irresponsible medical

opinion.

If he knew what people were putting
in his file he would have been in

a position to ensure that all the

information was cuurate and objective

5fC #JC 3f« 3fC 5fC

John's Story

JDHM CHRISTIE(member of commonplace)

John managed to read his medical
files whilst no-one was looking.
His doctor had told hiai little apart
from what the treatment was going
to be and some vague information
about his illness and John felt
he needed reassurance. Moreover
he was naturally curious to see
what was written.

He was not at all distressed at

what he read;!What amazed me was

how little they actually knew about
my illness1.
!The file was both informative and
not informative at the same time1.

He had thought the professionals
involved would have been clearer
about why he was being treated in
a particular way. The reports only
confirmed the mistakes they had
made in the past. These included
moving him away from his mother
and then moving him. back when he
still suffered the same problems
and giving him ECT for severe depres
sion after he had tried to kill
himself . John was feeling quite
cheerful at the time. The ECT ,
however, caused permanent memory
loss.

John believes that access to files
is agood idea and suggests that
there should be an independent infor
med person on hand to give advice
and translate the jargon. This
person could assist in discussions
with psychiatrists', GPs and other
proffessionals.



LOCAL -CONCERNS

This is not a comprehensive survey
of the position locally as this
would be beyond our resources.
If you have ,trouble finding out

<about your rights to access at the
service you use, and it is not listed
below, then we will try to help.
The position locally hoever is comp
licated. Practice diverges widely
form official policy. Even when
policy states a right to access
then how well is this publicised
and how easy is it to get to see
your file:

^ Social Services Department
P O Box 536
Town Hal! Extension

Manchester M60 2AF
Telephone 061-23^ 5000 (Switchboard)
Telex: 667149 (Corp Manchester)

AREA SOCIAL SERVICES :

Official Policy:

Access to files, following within „fr
application to ' the Area Director.
File will then be edited to remove

all information from outside sources

including G.P., relatives, probation
offices.

Practice:" - r

Varies greatly* Some social work
teams actively encourage access,
others are not even aware of the
official policy. General publicity
of the policy is not good.

PSYCHIATRIC SOCIAL WORK

Official Policy :

No access in any district. However
Central (MRI) and Ngrth; (Springs
fields) are gradually moving toward
separate social work. files which
will be open to users of the
service. South district (Withington)
have no such progressive plans;

Practice : . • \ • • •

As far as known, same as official

policy.

8
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Conversely many services where
official policy is no access
informally encourage people to sr?e
what is written. Generally, '.if
there is accesc it is oriiy ;<to ;the
person whose file it is and will
not include information that the

service has got from outside sources
like G.P.fs.

Bearing this in mind we have made
every effort to ensure the inform
ation below is correct. If it is
not, please inform us.

(includes day centres, psychiatric
social work and area social workers).

50CIALJSERVICE DAY CENTRES & HOSTELS )

Official Policy t i^^yX^'' '
Confused. Most of the esablishnents
do not have a written policy.
Officially probably the* same as
for area offices.

Practice :

Harpurhey, Baguley, Plymouth House:
Access to files. In Harpurhey and
Baguley members participate in
writing files. No access. to inform
ation from outside sources;. :•-.••"-:

Forrester

practice.
House: no access in

Daisy Bank : had to refer to their
manager to find out what their policy
was.



THE HEALTH SERVICE

lu'ITHINGTON HOSPITAL

Official Policy :

No access, feu discussions taking

place.

Practice

The hospital operates an integrated
filing system where all reports
from each speciality are kept in
one clinical file. No access to

users of any services as. far as
is known.

North Manchester
General Hospital
Crumpsall
Manchester M8 6RB

(.known as Springfields)

Official Policy ;

No access, no plans for access,

Practice:

Varies widely from consultant to
consultant, also between wards.
Psychology department has policy of
always showing reports to users
of the service before sending them
out and will usually show files
on request. No access to information
from outside sources.

CENTRAL MANCHESTER HEALTH AUTHORITY

Psychiatry Service

MANGHESTER ROYAL INFIRMARY & CHEADLE
ROYAL

Official policy :

None,discussions are taking place.

Practice :

Varies widely between consultants.
Generally access. Most liberal
of health districts overall.

Movement is toward more
access. Psychology department will
not make information available to
employees or relatives without
permission of client.



ACCESS TO RECORDS

The Mental Health Act provides only
limited rights of access to inform
ation.For instance,an A.S.W. has a
duty to inform a nearest relative
in writing of reasons for not
making a formal admission to
hospital.A patient,however,has
no right to see the application
which has led to their comp-ulsory
admission.The Data Protection Act

which comes into force in 1987

will not guarantee the right of
a patient to be informed of
significant personal health inf
ormation.In its consultation

document the D.H.S.S suggets
3 possible criteria for with
holding information.

Firstly,that disclosure might
not be in the patient's "best
interests"

Secondly, that knowledge of the
data would lead to distress or

harm to the patient or

Thirdly, that disclosure would
be expected to cause "actual
harm" to the patient's physical
or mental health.

The D.H.S.S. in fact suggests
that the "best intersts" criteria

is too broad yet it is this prin
ciple which applies in the Mental
Health Act during pre-hearing
procedures of Mental Health
Tribunals.To limit this discre

tion,Mind has made the following
proposals on information disclo
sure to patients appealing to
Mental Health Review Tribunals:

1. Large bits or the entire
report should not be withheld
from the patient.
2.Partial non-disclosure of

information should be permitted
only in exceptional circumstances.
3.Where information has been

withheld from an unrepresented
patient then reprentation must
be provided.The law requires that
the representative must receive
full recorded reasons for a dec

ision to withhold but may not be
allowed to share some of these

reasons with the patient who
is appealing.

'4L"*> \\

mm
Manchester Mind

opposes making the "mentally
ill" a special case in decisions
to restrict access but welcomes

the Data Protection Act's special
provision to cover circumstances
in which an application for access
may •be made on behalf of a ment
ally disordered person.

10



'The citizen's need to know is
not confined to public affairs It
arises also in his private and
family life, his employment, the
education of his children, the
health and social security of his
family, and |usfiee to them all.
In short, a free democratic
society requires that the law
should rocognixo and protect
the right of the individual to
the Information necessary to
make his own choices and
decisions on public and private
matters, to express his own
opinions, and to be able himself
to act to correct injustice to
himself or his family. None of
these rights can bo fully
effective unless he can obtain
information.' »,„» „„,,.». ,., „

The D.H.S.S art currently consulting interested parties
on the iraplementtiirton of the Data Protection Act - in
particular,the conditions of access to personal health
information.They are seeking comments on three possible
options : Option A. This would allow unrestricted access
putting personal health information on a par with other so
sortsof information

Option B. This would EXEMPT personal health
data from the provisions of the act.

Option C. This would allow a "modified" access.

Below we reprint some contributions to the consultation
process.National Mind has yet to offer its proposals.

The Community Health Council is asking the Health Authority to use the Act

positively to expand the patient's rights

f The Government Mux now recognised the

individual's right of access to computer .stored information and we believe

that this should be extended to health information so that people can be

better informed about their own health and know whether the information

kept on them is accurate. All to often people complain that they believe

that doctors have put inaccurate information about them on their records,

sometimes about personal aspects or their life, which then effects the

doctor's 'attitude to them and their subsequent treatment. This is

particularly true when o person is suspected of having a psychiatric

illness."

National •
Consumer
Council

\
The Royal College of Psychiatrists

The reasons for adopting Option B are as followsi-

1. An complete psychiatric records will include information about
such topics as sexual relationships and delinquency of
themselves, their friends and relatives. There Es much
information in psychiatric records which will have been rjiven to
B doctor in confidence by other people than the patient, who
might not have given that information if they hod thought that
the doctor would hove to disclose it to the patient..

2. Records may include opinions which might be hurtful to the
patient (who may be more sensitive than average)', for example,
"She appears potentially suicidal", "He might assault his pon".

3. They also contain a large amount ni information which has been
given to the psychiatrist, by relatives and information about
relatives which has been given by tin: patient.

ft. Psychiatric records may contain a vast amount of information
which have been written in them by a large number of different
people. In some cases the records include Information over a
period of 50 years.

5. It would be time-consuming and difficult to extract patient
information from case records for a patient unless it were being
restricted (e.g. Korner basic data set), which would be of little
value to the patient. It would be of more value for patients to
see their doctor who can inform them of the general content ot
what is in their records. A statutory right could only impair the
doctor/patient relationship.

The College firmly believes that Option 3 Is preferable. If, however,
the Government decides that there shnuld be modified access to health
data (Option C) then considerable safRgrordfl will have to be'
introduced for psychiatric records. The Royal College of Psychiatrists
would wish to be involved in any further discuss to-v. about access to
rjsychiatric records.

"There should be only one exception to the general rule of free access,

and that is where there is a danger of causing further harm to a

mentally ill person. In all other cases people should be able to

reassure themselves that their doctor's notes are accurate and have

the opportunity to ask questions about anything they don't understand".

u





conpiniNQ now.

Manchester Mind has recently been
awarded a grant of $700 by Manchester
City Council to buy a word processor.
It will be installed in a few weeks

after the Information Sank has been

reorganised to accomodate it.

The new computer will make mailings
a lot less time, consuming, aid the
production of the newsheet and
letters. Vie hope to use it' to cata
logue information held at the Bank.

If you would be willing co help
to set up the programmes needed
and have some computer experience
please contact Tony Riley on
1487.

n:
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An Cuesujig at Commonplace,.

How do you spend your evenings?
Watching television, perhaps.

Maybe drinking with friends, or
do you feel like going out but lack
the confidence to go out to a pub on
your own? If you find yourself
staring at four walls, why not come
down to Commonplace? It's open
between 6.30 - 10.30 p.m. Thursdays,
Fridays and Sundays, with free cups
of tea. The room is on the first

floor of 17e Oxford Road, 1*113 (near
Oxford Precinct)

Having been out of psychiatric
hospital for over a year and finding

myself with evenings with nothing
to do I decided to give Commonplace
a try. I'd heard of it by word
of mouth.

The first person
me feel right at

JOHN CHRISTIE

I talked to made

home. It was so

different from the 18-Plus group
I went to where nobody came up to
me for half an hour and I felt I

stuck out like a sore thumb. 'So

having made the acquaintance of
several people with whom I found

I had much in common, I made Common
place a regular haunt. You don't
•have to have had psychiatric treat
ment to fit in as we find that people
from all walks of life take part
at the meetings. It's a talk shop
where we don't talk shop. In fact
I've found the evenings there stimu
lating and friendly.

Meeting people is not restrictd
to the meetings. Firm and lasting
friendships have been established
and people often meet each other

during the day at each other's homes.
When one of the members is in trouble
we all pull together to help that
member out.

To quote Pete Kavanagh, a long estab
lished member, Commonplace is, "A
place for the common or not so common
person. A meeting of disparate,
desparate worlds, a cohesive

adhesive of loneliness
Commonplace has become a lighthouse
in the station, when the four walls
are collapsing in on oneself,
Commonplace comes to the rescue."



The new time for executive meetings
is every 4th Monday in the month
at 7-30pm,' 7pm for officers. The
next meeting is on April 28th at
the Health Education Dept, Hardman
St. The second half of the meeting
will, start at 8-30pm and be on

'.Mil start .at 8-30pm .and
'Campaigning'. All welcome.

MIND YEEK

JUNE '86

beon

If anyone would like to help out
with this,- please contact !<ooj or
Tony on 273 5709. The Mind
collection days are May 30th and
31st, so we need people to help
with these events.

NaJSCM .

This group scans some papers for
articles/news to do with mental
health, to be used as a news infor
mation resource, and also to pick
out items that need responding to
in some way. We meet 10a.m. to
2 p.m. every other Wednesday. The
next meetings are April 16th and
April 30th.

Annual /1e.po/vt^

If you have any that you no longer
need, please send them back since
we have run out of them.

CIUl'TKH IX

PREFRONTAL LEUCOTOMY

FOR years observant brain surgeons have recognised
that operations which interfere with the prefrontal
lobes have remarkably little adverse effect and may

at times improve rather than reduce the patient's capacity
for adjustment, These observations were made on cases of
trauma to this part of the brain, and on patients who had
to permit its amputation for tumour or removal of scar
tissue.

"... Nevertheless we also know
that the operation is performed at a price. It is probable
that the highest powers of the intellect arc affected detri
mentally, and that if the patient shows little sign of this in
his day-to-day behaviour it may be because thedaily routine
ofexistence makes littlecall on hisbest powers. We recognise
too that temperamental qualities also are not unaffected,
that the reduction in self-criticism may lead to tactless and
inconsiderate behaviour, and that the more immediate trans
lation of thought and feeling into action can show itself in
errors of judgment. The damage, once done, is irreparable ;
and so the necessity of a balanced and objective clinical
judgment reaches a level of importance scarcely attained
elsewhere in psychiatry,

.4
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democratic

psychiatry
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EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW: R D LAING
Psychiatric Democracy in Itaiy
The Politics of Mental Health
news views reports

AVAILABLE FROM 19 EDGEWARE RD,
FULFORD

YORK

PRICED 50P (+ 1ST CLASS STAMP)

OR FROM MIND INFORMATION BANK

This newsheet was put together
mainly by Kooj Chuhan, Mary Riley
Stephen Savage and Nigel Rose.
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